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A nice day for a
hospital wedding

Royal Free London
NHS Foundation Trust

Follow our Twitter account @RoyalFreeNHS
to see what our patients and staff
are saying about us

Front page – the team from 10 west
with patient Dawne Le Good and her
partner Bill Pope.

Hello and

welcome
to the July edition of our
monthly staff, members and
governors’ magazine.

Once again, it’s been a packed month at the RFL.
I was delighted to hear about the amazing care
provided by colleagues on 10 west at the RFH to
patient Dawne Le Good. Find out on page 7 how the
team went above and beyond when Dawne faced two
life-threatening conditions.
Staff at the trust have been celebrating this month –
firstly by raising a cup of tea to the NHS’s 71st birthday
(see page 6) and then by hitching a ride on the RFL
float at Pride and taking part in Black Pride festivities –
see the fabulous pictures opposite.
I would like to say a huge congratulations to the team
behind the Streams app for their HSJ Patient Safety
Award. An enormous amount of work went into
developing the app that has transformed the way care
is provided to our patients. Read more on page 5.
And finally, I would like to remind staff about the
upcoming governor elections. All staff are welcome
to apply to become a governor – there is more
information about what it involves on page 10.

Caroline Clarke
Group chief
executive
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Key to abbreviations:
Barnet Hospital: BH
Chase Farm Hospital: CFH
Royal Free Hospital: RFH
Royal Free London: RFL

Pride of north London
More than 60 staff headed to central London to join the Pride parade and to east
London to support Black Pride.
RFL staff were cheered on by crowds chanting “NHS” as they paraded on a float,
funded by the Royal Free Charity.
Senita Rani Robinson, co-chair of the LGBT+ and friends forum, said: “The Royal
Free London presence gets bigger, brighter and better each year and it’s thanks
to everyone’s positivity and enthusiasm. This year we had two rainbow families
and one rainbow puppy for the first time! Images of our staff appeared in the
national press and we even made it on to ITV!”
It was also the trust’s first year as an organisation at Black Pride in Haggerston
Park in east London.
Stephen Downer, co-chair of the LGBT+ and friends forum, said: “We were here
with the Royal Free London’s BAME staff network, including co-chair Annette
Heslop. MPs Dawn Butler and Diane Abbott all met us at the stand, as did Phyll Opoku-Gyimah,
the co-founder of UK Black Pride.”
Senita added: “It’s a brilliant party but it also helps us to highlight awareness of the work we do right
through the year. We host LGBT+ and equality events for staff and patients throughout the year and are
proud of our achievements.”
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Catching the
research bug
Local sixth formers joined visitors and staff
at the RFH to find out more about the lifechanging research taking place at the trust.
Talks, posters and interactive sessions were part
of the open day, aimed at demystifying research
and promoting patient and staff involvement.
The fifth research and development open day
was introduced by Farhan Naim, research and
La Sainte Union students Samiiro Osman (left) and Samiee Zenagui (right)
development director for the RFL. He praised
the commitment of staff who carry out research, with RFL researcher Zahra Sadouki (centre).
alongside their day-to-day clinical roles, and the
patients who support the studies.
Students were given the opportunity to put on lab coats and perfect their pipette techniques on the
microbiology stand. Lorna McGinley, a biology teacher from La Sainte Union Catholic School, said the day
was invaluable for the students who attended.
She said: “It’s been brilliant to have this opportunity to inspire our students. It’s been really helpful for them to
see how research changes lives and how it could be something that their current studies could put them on the
path to.”

A cut above – surgical
robot celebrates
5th birthday
Staff and guests tried their hand at robotic surgery last month – on an
iced anniversary cake.
At a symposium organised to mark the fifth anniversary of robotic surgery at
the RFL, staff, patients and visitors were given the opportunity to operate the
da Vinci Xi robot as well as listening to talks from a range of speakers.
Ravi Barod, consultant urological surgeon, said: “Robotic surgery allows
us to operate with better vision and more dexterity, meaning we can offer
minimally invasive surgery to more patients. This means that they are in less
pain and can return to normal activities much quicker than with
open surgery.”
Among the innovations pioneered is the creation of a new clinical role:
the surgical care practitioner, who focuses on communication between
the patient and the doctor.
Pedro Silva, the trust’s first surgical care practitioner, said: “In traditional
open surgery, the surgeon interacts directly with the patient. With robotic
surgery the surgeon is operating the robot from a short distance away in
the room so there is an additional need for bedside assistance.”
Also at the event, visiting professor Henk van der Poel presented the RFL robotic surgery team
with an award officially certifying the trust as a European training centre for robotic urology surgery.
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Team behind pioneering kidney
care app scoops national award
A team which has transformed the way care is provided to
some of the most vulnerable patients staying in hospital
has won a national patient safety award.
The patient at risk and resuscitation team (PARRT)
collaborated with technology firm DeepMind Health to
build an app, Streams, which alerts clinicians if a patient
is at risk of developing a serious condition called acute
kidney injury (AKI).
PARRT won the deteriorating patients and rapid
response systems award at the Health Service Journal
patient safety awards, which were held in Manchester.
AKI affects one in six in-patients and is often an indication
that a patient is deteriorating and needs additional care.
However, it can be difficult to detect and treat quickly.
Streams uses a range of patient data to detect which
patients are at risk of AKI and it sends an alert to a
clinician, who can then provide appropriate care.
Dr Jenny Cross, consultant nephrologist and the clinical lead for the project, said she was absolutely delighted
that the team had won. She said: “I’m so proud of this clinical team - this award is a testament to their hard work
and innovation. Streams enables us to spot AKI early and give patients the best chance of getting better and
getting home.”

Nurses behind new call system
nominated for award
Nurses who helped develop a new digital call system at
CFH have been nominated for a Nursing Times Award.
The team, led by clinical implementation lead Fiona
Morcom, have been nominated in the technology and
data in nursing category of the awards
The nurse call system is integrated with a handset,
which connects them to their patients and
colleagues at the touch of a button. It means they
can respond to patients quickly and spend less time
on administrative tasks.
The system also allows staff to identify which
patient is calling and if necessary talk directly to the
patient while on the move.
Fiona said: “We’re absolutely delighted to have been
nominated for this award. This was a huge project and
we needed to get it right. It was my job to ensure the
system was user-friendly, to understand where the
challenges lay for nurses in using this new system and
what could be adapted and developed by us to further
integrate it into our daily work.

“The feedback from the staff has been that they love
the new technology. It’s so much more than a call
system. It’s a communication platform that lets them
see what’s happening across the hospital, as well as
communicate with patients and colleagues.”
The awards take place on 30 October.
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Celebrating
the NHS with
special birthday tea
Staff across the trust celebrated the NHS’s 71st birthday at the start of the month – by having a cup of tea.
The #NHSBigTea, which was held on 5 July, was a chance for staff at the RFL, as well as NHS colleagues across
the country, to celebrate the anniversary of the founding of the NHS.
The Royal Free Charity kindly supplied teams across all our sites with tea bags, biscuits and bunting so staff
could get involved and many colleagues posted pictures of their celebrations on social media.
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Patient thanks staff for organising
emergency bedside ‘wedding’
Dawne Le Good
and Bill Pope

A patient who caught a life-threatening bug had an
head of chaplaincy and spiritual care at the trust,
emergency bedside ‘wedding’ thanks to quick-thinking came to the ward to give them a blessing just before
and compassionate nurses.
Dawne went in for surgery. The nurses bought the
couple a bouquet and some alcohol-free bubbly and
Dawne Le Good, 51, from Southgate, was at the RFH
they even fashioned a corsage for Bill.
following a heart attack when she developed
an infection similar to the flesh-eating bug
Lauren said: “It was late at night so we just had to
necrotising fasciitis.
do the best we could. Unfortunately, a short-notice
wedding couldn’t be arranged so we asked the
This serious condition requires urgent, high-risk
chaplain Claire to come and perform a ceremony.
surgery and Dawne was seen by the surgical team
on the cardiac ward who planned to operate that
Bill added: “Even though we are not religious, it
same night.
was so nice to have this ceremony. It was so lovely,
having gone through what we went through, it was
Because she was still recovering from her heart attack,
wonderful to have this brightness.
doctors thought Dawne might not survive the surgery.
So Dawne and her partner Bill Pope decided they
“The nurses are amazing people. All their different
should get married.
strengths, to know that there were these people
caring for us.”
Dawne, a graphic designer, said: “I was very scared.
But I was told I definitely wouldn’t survive without the Following a further operation, Dawne is now
operation so we knew we had to go ahead.
recovering at home.
“I was also thinking of my daughter Emily who was on Bill added: “There were so many people involved in
a school trip to Berlin. I felt how far away she was and Dawne’s care, it was incredible. Everyone has been so
I was devastated that I might not see her again.”
kind and caring, we’re so grateful.”
When the nurses on ward 10 west, where Dawne
was being cared for, discovered the couple wanted to
marry, they sprang in to action.

Consultant cardiologist Dr Tim Lockie was the
doctor in charge of Dawne’s care when she first came
to the RFH.

Lauren Mitchell, ward sister, rang round local councils
to find out whether the couple could get an out-ofhours emergency marriage licence. Sadly, an official
wedding wasn’t possible, so Reverend Claire Carson,

He said: “We’re so pleased that Dawne has made a
recovery. It’s an amazing story!”
Dawne and Bill are now planning a real wedding so
they can celebrate with family and friends.
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Nurse hails her return to work
A nurse who left the profession for 17 years is now back working at the
RFL after deciding that the job was ‘a big part of who I am’.
Mary O’Sullivan currently works as a nurse on the haematology and
oncology ward at the RFH. She is supporting a new NHS recruitment
campaign, ‘We are returning nurses’, aimed at encouraging nurses who
have left the profession to consider coming back.
Mary, who became a nurse 30 years ago, said she had initially been drawn
to the profession because she wanted to use the skill she’d gained on her
psychology degree in order to help people. But after 12 years of nursing
Mary decided it was time for a change.
She said: “Back in the 1990s I was working with HIV and AIDS patients and
the mortality rate was very high, which took its toll emotionally.”
Mary left to set up and lead projects at a council.
It was Health Education England’s launch of
‘Return to Practice’ (RtP) a few years ago that caught Mary’s
attention.
She said: “It was good to get away for a while but I really wanted to
make a difference again. That matters a great deal to me, especially
as I get older.”
Mary admits returning wasn’t easy but she has made the right
decision and would encourage others in the same position to give it
serious consideration.
Mary says it is her fellow nurses who make the job so worthwhile.
“They are worth their weight in gold,” she said. “If you are having a
hard day that teamwork is invaluable.”

Focus on finance
Our trust has a large financial challenge – we need to reduce our spending by £49.5 million this financial
year. If we achieve this target and meet our agreed milestones during the year, we will get an extra £32
million of funding. At the end of May, we were already £3.5 million behind target. And we still need to
identify how to make nearly half of the savings required.
We have already taken a number of important steps and a financial recovery group has been set up to drive
progress and make difficult decisions. These include:
• Delaying the roll out of the electronic patient record (EPR) upgrade at the RFH until the last quarter of
2019/20 – saving approximately £5 million
• Reducing headcount in positions no longer considered essential
• Stopping colour printing
• A sking all staff to identify where they see day-to-day waste. For example, wasted staff or patient time,
wasted medicines, or wasteful processes that increase our carbon footprint.
Focussing on finance is everybody’s responsibility and financial improvement weeks will be taking place
across our hospitals and services.
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The Wild Boars: Lessons for life
from the boys in the cave

The young Thai footballers trapped
in a cave for more than a week can
teach us about the value of mental
wellbeing and resilience, according
to an RFL psychiatrist.
Dr Mark Berelowitz, clinical lead
for adolescent mental health
services, said the 12 boys, aged
11 to 16, survived because they
worked together, looked after one
another and remained calm.
Earlier this month Dr Berelowitz
joined his former colleague Dr
Teerakiat Jareonsettasin – also known
Dr Mark Berelowitz, left and, right, Dr Teerakiat Jareonsettasin.
as Dr Tee – at the International Congress
Royal College of Psychiatrists to talk
expert divers, the boys and their coach were all safely freed from
about the boys’ experience and how
the caves.
people can learn from it.
Dr Tee spoke to the BBC about the boys earlier this month. He
Dr Tee worked as a registrar and
said: “I met the boys all together and it was clear that they had
consultant at the RFH during the 1990s not experienced acute trauma. They told me that at no point did
and was the Minister of Education in
they seriously think they would die. Yes, they were worried about
Thailand when the boys were rescued
their parents but as far as they were concerned they were having a
last year. He was the first psychiatrist to big adventure and rescue was not far away.”
interview the boys and their families in
depth, six months after they had settled Dr Berelowitz said: “What helped immensely was that they were
working together and they believed they would be rescued. In
back into their ordinary lives.
the West we focus very much on individual resilience but there’s
The boys, who were all members of a
not so much about building a resilient society and that should
football team called the Wild Boars,
be the aim. Also, in the era of the 24/7 news cycle and our access
and their 25-year-old assistant coach
to social media we often mix up what is an inconvenience and
became stranded in the Tham Luang
what is a tragedy. The boys saw being trapped in the cave as an
Nang Non caves following flooding
inconvenience but also a challenge.
caused by heavy rainfall. The boys were
finally discovered having spent a week “There was also no blame culture when they came out. The
in the caves. Following a rescue mission 25-year-old assistant coach showed great leadership skills in the
cave which helped to keep the boys calm. He is still well loved
involving an international team of
within his community.”
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Governor elections 2019 –
how to get involved
Being a governor at the RFL provides an
opportunity to play a pivotal role in influencing
how decisions are made and what services
are developed, to have your voice heard and
represent the views of others.
From October 2019 vacancies will become
available in the public, patient and staff
constituencies. The election process is due
to start at the beginning of August with
nomination packs being sent out to members.
If this appeals to you, please consider becoming
a governor.
Drop-in sessions are also planned prior to the closing of nominations which will help provide members with a better
understanding of the roles and responsibilities of a governor. Invitations for this event will be sent out
in due course.
If you have any further questions about the election process, please contact the membership office at
rf.membership@nhs.net.

The footcare service
reducing
amputations
More patients with diabetes are receiving rapid,
specialist foot care thanks to a service at the RFH which celebrated its first anniversary this month.
The ambulatory acute foot service runs seven days a week, allowing all emergency patients with diabetes and
foot problems to be seen by a range of specialists who can give them appropriate care and advice – which helps
them avoid amputation.
The service, which is led by the podiatry department, is made up of staff from vascular surgery, infectious
diseases and diabetology teams. Because patients receive the right specialist care at the right time, it means they
are less likely to need an amputation and figures from the National Diabetic Foot Audit show that rapid specialist
care can reduce healing times of foot ulcers and reduce complications.
Patients who have diabetes are at risk of amputation because the blood vessels and nerves in the foot and leg
can become damaged, leading to a loss of circulation and a loss of feeling in their feet. When this happens,
patients may injure their foot without realising it causing ulceration or gangrene, spreading infection and
amputation of the foot or leg.
Professor Richard Leigh, consultant podiatrist at the RFL and co-chair of the NHS England London Foot Care
Network, said: “We are now matching more patients with the right specialist more quickly. Managing foot
conditions in diabetes is extremely challenging and patients are at risk of amputation.
“But we know if they can access the right specialist care urgently, we can reduce the number of patients who
need an amputation and the morbidity and mortality associated with this.”
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Freenet 2 launch: What you need
to know
In late summer our new intranet, Freenet
2, will go live – and we need your help to
make sure it’s the best it can be.
The new site will make it easier for staff
to access information about the trust and
transform the way you engage with the
organisation and each other.
The benefits of the new site include a
vastly improved search tool, user-friendly
layout, access from non-network PCs
and mobile devices and the ability to
personalise the information you receive
and comment on articles.
It will also be much easier for teams,
services and projects to update their own
pages and sections. Each section will be
looked after by a content coordinator,
who’ll be responsible for keeping
it up to date. The communications
team is providing training for content
coordinators on how to build and
edit pages on the new site. If you’re
responsible for a section of Freenet,
please visit the current site to book onto a
training session.
Even if you’re not a content coordinator,
there are still things you can do to make
the most of Freenet 2. All staff will be
able to test the new site from 22 July until
2 August. Go to the Freenet 2 project
page on the current Freenet site for
details on how to log in, then have a look
around and let us know what you think.
What do you like about the site? What
do you think could be improved? Email
any feedback to rf.communications@nhs.
net. Guidance notes on how to use the
new site will be available on the Freenet 2
project page.
When you log in for the first time, you’ll
be prompted to update your contact
details. It’s really important you do this in
order to make the most of all the benefits
Freenet 2 has to offer.
Chief communications officer Emma
Kearney said: “The launch of Freenet 2
is really exciting for staff at the RFL. Not
only will we be able to better share all the
fantastic work we are doing, but the new
and improved tools on the site will help
staff to do their jobs and feel engaged
with the organisation.”
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60 seconds with…
David Scarff, Chairman of Royal Free Radio
What’s the story behind Royal Free Radio?
We were a group of schoolfriends inspired by the
pirate radio ships such as Radio Caroline and Radio
London. We wanted to run our own radio station –
legally. Two of my friends wrote to the matron at CFH
to ask if we could start a radio station there. Radio
Enfield was born on 24 May 1970, and after CFH
became part of the Royal Free family, we re-branded
as Royal Free Radio.
What’s your role?
I’m the chairman of a team of volunteers who present
programmes, build and maintain our studios, look
after our webpages and social media and collect
requests. I also present a programme on Sunday night.
What’s different about doing radio in a hospital?
We provide a unique service of record requests,
quizzes, features, information and advice for patients
– don’t forget to use the alcohol gel, always wear your
slippers if moving around the ward and so on. There
are advice bulletins from the NHS covering organ
donation and MMR vaccinations, and we publicise the
activities of the charity. It’s a truly local service, but we
have to follow the rules on decency and impartiality
just like any other radio station.
How has radio changed over the almost 50 years
you’ve been involved?
In early 1970 there were only four radio stations in
London, so we were a bit of a novelty. Now there are
thousands of internet stations, but we still provide a
unique service for people in hospital – and guarantee
to play every request sent in. Vinyl records, turntables
and tapedecks in the studios have also been replaced
by digital software packages.

What’s the most
popular song
you’ve played over the
decades?
Frank Sinatra’s My Way is
the most popular – it was a new
release when we started! We used to
get lots of jokers in the surgical wards
asking for Rod Stewart’s The
First Cut Is The Deepest, which was requested all in
good fun.
Tell us about your work for patients with dementia?
Danielle Wilde, group lead for dementia, asked us if
we could make a series of programmes covering music
and news from the 50s and 60s – the idea being to
evoke pleasant memories to alleviate the confusion
experienced by dementia patients in late afternoons.
We were very proud these ‘Sundown Sessions’ were
included as outstanding practice in the recent CQC
report and now we are about to embark on a second
series of them.
How can staff get involved with Royal Free Radio?
At CFH, we pop up as the default TV channel (800).
At the RFH, patients need to listen on the Hospedia
bedside system (channel 1); some patients find it a
bit complicated getting into the system so any help
the staff can give them is welcome. The volunteers
who visit the wards help with request collecting and
anyone drawing patients’ attention to our service is
appreciated! Anyone can listen at royalfreeradio.co.uk.
Patients at BH can listen to Barnet Hospital Radio,
which is run by the League of Friends.

Dates for your diary
Chief
executives’
briefings

Annual members’
meeting

Diabetes 10 point
training dates

24 July 6pm, atrium, RFH

This is your opportunity
to hear the latest news
from around the trust
and ask any questions
you may have.
Please see Freenet for the
dates of upcoming chief
executives’ briefings.

All members of the trust, including
staff, are invited to attend the RFL
annual members’ meeting.

Our diabetes teams have launched
their new 10 point training for the safe
use of insulin.
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This is your chance to hear
about the trust’s achievements
over the past year, some of the
latest developments and our
plans for the year ahead. To
book your place, please email
rf.membership@nhs.net

This is an essential training module
for staff who look after patients with
diabetes. The eLearning NHS 000 is
available on your ESR.
Training sessions take an hour and a
half and should be booked in advance,
although drop in is possible if there is
availability on the day.
The dates of all training sessions can be
found on Freenet.

